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Motivations for Absences  

 Sickness

 Disability

 Performance Issues

 Family/Personal Situations

 Jail

 Financial Difficulties

 Changes in Circumstances

Scenario 1

 Monica has been an employee for three months. At first Monica’s 
attendance was acceptable. However, in the last month, Monica 
has arrived late for work five times and has been absent on three 
occasions.  

 Monica’s supervisor did not say anything until the last absence, 
when she pulled Monica aside and asked what the problem was.  
Monica stated that she is dealing with financial and transportation 
issues. She also said that the last absence was due to her allergies 
and asthma flaring up.  
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Scenario 1 Questions

 What questions should Monica’s supervisor ask?  

 What steps should have been taken previously?  

 What steps can be taken now?  

Solutions

 Reinstatement?

 Reassignment?

 Light Duty?

 Termination?

 Other?

Scenario 2

 John received a poor evaluation from his supervisor at ABC, Inc.  
The next day, John was not at work. That afternoon, John sent via 
email a note from his doctor placing him “off work” for 12 weeks.  
ABC Inc. has 75 employees at the location where John works. The 
day before the 12 weeks has ended, John sends in another note 
from his doctor placing him “off work” for another 6 weeks.     
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Scenario 2 Questions 

 What should John’s employer 
have done during his first 12 
weeks of leave?  

 What should John’s employer 
do now that they have received 
a second note?  

What Laws May Apply?

 Worker's Compensation

 Pregnancy Disability Leave (PDL)

 Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA)

 California Family Rights Act (CFRA)

 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)

 Fair Employment and Housing Act (FEHA)

 HIPAA

 GINA

 Confidentiality of Medical Information Act

Other California Leaves

 Rehabilitation Leave

 Military Spouse Leave

 Bone Marrow/Organ Donation Leave

 Kin Care

 Time Off for Victims of Domestic Violence or Serious Crime

 Time Off for School Children
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Why Do I Need to Know What Laws Apply?

 Different statutes have different reinstatement obligations
 FMLA/CFRA/PDL, etc.

 Concurrent or Not Concurrent?
 CFRA and PDL

 CFRA and FMLA

 Different Statutes Place Different Obligations on Employers
 Duration of Leave

 FMLA, CFRA, FEHA/ADA, Worker’s Comp

How Long Can the Leave Last?

 FMLA/CFRA
 12 weeks in a 12-month period

 26 weeks for Military Family Leave

 Continuous vs. intermittent

 PDL
 Up to 4 months total; calculations based upon employee’s actual work 

schedule

How Long Can the Leave Last? 

 ADA/FEHA
 Enough time to constitute a 

“reasonable accommodation,” but 
that does not create an “undue 
hardship”

 Indefinite leave is not reasonable.

 Worker's Comp
 Potentially unlimited
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FMLA/CFRA Things to Do 

 Provide leave certification paperwork to be filled out by employee’s 
healthcare provider.  

 Notify employee that you are running FMLA/CFRA leave 
(retroactive possible under certain circumstances).

 Notify employee of benefits consequences.  

What Are My Reinstatement Obligations?

 FMLA
 “Same or equivalent”

 CFRA
 “Same or comparable”

 PDL
 “Same position”

 ADA/FEHA
 Reasonable Accommodation

 “Undue hardship”

 “Interactive process”

What Are My Reinstatement Obligations?

 Two business days’ notice (or 
ASAP)

 Job transfer if return to the 
original position is not 
medically advisable

 “Funded and vacant” position 
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The Worker's Comp Requirements

 Is FMLA/CFRA available?

 Light duty?

 “Reasonable Accommodation/Undue Hardship” analysis similar to 
ADA/FEHA

 Retaliation claims under Labor Code Section 132a

The FMLA/CFRA Requirements

 FMLA
 Reinstated to the same “or 

equivalent” position unless the 
employee can no longer perform 
the essential functions of the job

 CFRA
 Reinstated to the same “or 

comparable” position at the end 
of the leave

The ADA/FEHA Requirements

 Reasonable accommodation
 “Medically advisable” vs. “medically required”

 “Reasonable”

 “Case by case”

 Does not require:
 Creation of a new position

 Permanent “light duty”

 Violation of a CBA

 Transfer of a more senior employee
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The ADA/FEHA Requirements

 Examples:
 Work schedules

 Work duties

 Modified breaks

 A chair

 Assistive equipment/animals

 Further leave

The ADA/FEHA Requirements

 “Interactive Process”
 No detailed guidance

 Documentation is key

 Employee provides input of requested accommodation

 However, ultimately, the employer may choose from one of several 
reasonable accommodations.  

 Be creative!  

 The

 “Undue Hardship”

The ADA/FEHA Requirements

 Documented work restrictions
 Restrictions on requesting medical information 

 “Restriction,” not “Condition”

 Essential functions of the job?

 Face to face

 Who participates?

 Documentation of the effort

 “Stand alone” obligation
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Question

Once an employee claims a 
disability, I can’t take further 
employment action, right?  

Answer 

 Wrong!!! While a disability claim requires an employer to proceed 
with caution, employer can still discipline an employee as 
necessary for violations of policy unrelated to the disability and for 
performance reasons.  

Alamillo v. BNSF Railway Company (9th Cir., 
Aug. 25, 2017, No. 15-56091)

 Plaintiff employee was a locomotive engineer who worked on call. Employer policy 
was that 5 missed calls in 12 month period may result in dismissal. Employer holds 
hearings for discipline. 

 Plaintiff missed 10 calls in 1 year. As he missed calls he underwent training and 
progressive discipline. After the 10th missed call, Plaintiff was diagnosed with sleep 
apnea, notified Employer, and switched to a regular schedule to avoid missing work. 
Shortly thereafter, Employer held disciplinary hearing regarding Plaintiff’s last 3 
missed calls. Plaintiff was terminated. 

 Plaintiff brought wrongful termination and disability discrimination claims under FEHA. 

 Summary judgment granted for Employer because Plaintiff could not show that sleep 
apnea was a motivating factor in termination. Recurrent absenteeism legitimate non-
discriminatory and non-pretextual reason for termination. 
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Medical Inquiry 

 Provide medical inquiry form for employee to give to healthcare 
provider as part of interactive process.

 ADA/FEHA DO NOT require indefinite leave as a reasonable 
accommodation.

 Ask pointed questions regarding why provider believes that 
employee will be able to return to work at end of additional time 
period.  

Job Descriptions 

 Job descriptions should usually 
specify that regular, predictable 
attendance is an essential 
function of job.  

 Provide updated job 
descriptions.  

 Have employee sign off on 
description during each 
evaluation.  

When Can I Decline to Reinstate an 
Employee?

 FMLA/CFRA
 Unable to return to work

 “Interference” claims

 “Retaliation” claims

 “Legitimate non-discriminatory reasons” for your actions

 “Key employees”
 Highest-paid 10%

 “Grievous economic injury”
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When Can I Decline to Reinstate an 
Employee? 

 Where an employee would have lost the position regardless of the leave
 A position has ceased to exist

 Layoffs

 Reorganizations

 “Poor performance?”
 Addressing this issue upon a return to work

 Employer must provide notice of available appropriate jobs to employees
 60 days under FEHA/CFRA

The ADA/FEHA Requirements 

 ADA/FEHA
 Unable to perform the essential 

functions of the position with or 
without accommodation

 “Interactive process”

 “Reasonable 
accommodation/undue hardship” 
analysis 
 “Imminent and substantial degree of 

risk”

 Further leaves of absence?

Intermittent Leave

 Always a consideration under each statute

 “Intermittent” vs. “Reduced Time”
 “Intermittent” means leave taken in separate blocks of time

 “Reduced time” means a reduction of hours scheduled

 “Medically necessary” vs. “medically advisable”
 Does not require active treatment 

 Undue hardship?

 Advance scheduling?
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Intermittent Leave

 “Light duty” is not “leave” under FEHA/CFRA/ADA/FEHA 

 Tracking the leave
 Determine the 12-month period

 Track the shortest unit of time used for other leaves or compensation (less 
than one hour)

 Varying schedule?
 Weekly average hours for the prior 12 months

Intermittent Leave 

 When can you request recertification of the need for leave?
 Expiration of original certification

 Extension requested

 Changed circumstances 

 No “blanket” recertification rules

Rehabilitation Leave

 Applies to every private employer with 25 or more employees.

 Employers must make reasonable accommodations for 
drug/alcohol rehabilitation by providing unpaid time off, unless 
doing so would be an “undue hardship” to the employer. 

 Employees may use accrued sick leave for rehabilitation. 

 The employer must make reasonable efforts to safeguard the 
privacy of the employee.

 Lab. Code, §§ 1025-1028.
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Military Spouse Leave

 Applies to all employers, public and private, who employ 25 or 
more employees. 

 Employers are required to provide up to 10 days of unpaid leave to 
a spouse or domestic partner of a member of the Armed Forces, 
National Guard, or Reserves who is on leave from deployment 
during a period of military conflict.

 Military and Veteran Code § 395.10

Bone Marrow/Organ Donation Leave 

 Applies to all employers who employ more than 15 employees. 

 Employers must provide paid leave for organ/bone marrow donors:
 Organ donor – up to 30 business days in any 1 year period

 Bone marrow donor – up to 5 business days in any 1 year period. 

 Employers may require employee to use some of their accrued sick 
leave, vacation, or PTO as part of their leave – up to 5 days for 
bone marrow donors, and up to 2 weeks for organ donors. 

 Leave does not run concurrently with FMLA/CFRA. 

 Labor Code §§ 1508-1513

Kin Care 

 This law applies to all employers, public and private.

 Employers must allow employees to use half of the sick leave they 
accrue annually to take time off to care for a sick family member. 

 CA law defines “family member” broadly, including children 
(biological, adopted, foster, etc.), parents, spouse or domestic 
partner, grandparents, grandchildren, and siblings. 
 Note: CA law defines “family member” more broadly than FMLA/CFRA, 

employers should be cautious in charging employee’s use of paid sick leave 
against FMLA/CFRA leave. 

 Labor Code §§ 233, 234, 245-249.
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Time Off for Victims of Domestic Violence or 
Serious Crime
 Applies to all employers, public and private. 

 Employers must allow victims of domestic violence, sexual assault, 
or stalking to use accrued paid sick days for any of the following:
 To obtain any relief (e.g., restraining order) to help ensure the health, 

safety, or welfare of the employee or employee’s child

 To seek medical attention associated with the crime

 To obtain services from a domestic violence shelter, program, or rape crisis 
center

 To obtain psychological counseling related to the experiences

 To participate in safety planning and to take actions to increase safety such 
as temporary or permanent relocation. 

Time Off for School Children

 Applies to all employers that employ 25 or more employees. 

 Employers must allow employees to take off up to 40 hours each 
year for the following:
 To find, enroll, or reenroll a child in a school or with child care provider, or to 

participate in school activities. Time off for these activities may not exceed 8 
hours in any calendar month. Employee must give reasonable notice of 
planned absence and must utilize existing vacation/personal leave/CTO. 

 To deal with a school or child care provider emergency (e.g., child needs to 
be picked up, school closure, behavioral/discipline problems, etc.). 

 Labor Code § 230.8

Tools for Dealing with Chronic Absences 

 Company Policy

 Job Descriptions

 Supervisor Training

 Managing Expectations

 Hiring Practices 

 Consistent Discipline/Communication 
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Alejandro v. ST Micro Electronics, Inc (N.D. 
Cal. 2016) 178 F.Supp.3d 850, 855

 Plaintiff occasionally missed work because he suffered from bipolar disorder and 
generalized anxiety disorder. 

 Employer made accommodations by arranging coverage for Plaintiff on the days 
when Plaintiff would be absent as long as Plaintiff gave Employer notice. 

 Employer terminated Plaintiff after he missed several days of work without notifying 
Employer or responding to Employer’s numerous inquiries.

 Plaintiff brought causes of action under FEHA, AHA, CFRA, and FMLA. 

 Summary judgement granted in favor of Employer because it had legitimate non-
discriminatory reason to terminate employee, had satisfied its obligation to provide 
reasonable accommodation, Plaintiff was at fault for breakdown of interactive 
process, and Plaintiff never requested leave under CFRA or FMLA. 

Humphrey v. Memorial Hospitals Ass'n (9th 
Cir. 2001) 239 F.3d 1128.

 Plaintiff worked as a medical transcriptionist for Employer. She began to miss work and 
was disciplined with warnings. 

 Later, Plaintiff was diagnosed with Obsessive Compulsive Disorder that she alleged 
directly contributed to her absenteeism/tardiness. Employer offered accommodation in the 
form of a flexible start time schedule. 

 Plaintiff continued to miss work and requested to work from home as an accommodation. 
Employer denied request, citing policy regarding discipline and warnings for absenteeism. 
Plaintiff missed more work and was terminated. 

 Plaintiff brought claims under ADA and FEHA.

 Court held that Employer should have explored more accommodation possibilities and, for 
purposes of the ADA, a jury could reasonably find causal link between OCD and 
absenteeism. Thus, Employer’s motion for summary judgment was denied. 

How Can I Get Someone to Sue Me?

 Relying solely on Worker’s Comp

 “100% fit for duty” rule

 Relying on written policies instead of the interactive process

 Poor position descriptions

 “We don’t have any light duty”

 Inflexible leave policies shorter than one year

 Failure to engage in the  interactive process
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